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We have conducted a two-color visible-ultraviolet (VIS-UV) resonance-enhanced laser photoioniza-
tion efficiency and pulsed field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE) study of gaseous cobalt carbide
(CoC) near its ionization onset in the total energy range of 61 200–64 510 cm−1. The cold gaseous
CoC sample was prepared by a laser ablation supersonically cooled beam source. By exciting CoC
molecules thus generated to single N′ rotational levels of the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′) state us-
ing a VIS dye laser prior to UV laser photoionization, we have obtained N+ rotationally resolved
PFI-PE spectra for the CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0 and 1) ion vibrational bands free from interference
by impurity species except Co atoms produced in the ablation source. The rotationally selected and
resolved PFI-PE spectra have made possible unambiguous rotational assignments, yielding accu-
rate values for the adiabatic ionization energy of CoC(X2�+), IE(CoC) = 62 384.3 ± 0.6 cm−1

(7.73467 ± 0.00007 eV), the vibrational frequency ωe
+ = 985.6 ± 0.6 cm−1, the anharmonicity

constant ωe
+χ e

+ = 6.3 ± 0.6 cm−1, the rotational constants (Be
+ = 0.7196 ± 0.0005 cm−1, αe

+

= 0.0056 ± 0.0008 cm−1), and the equilibrium bond length re
+ = 1.534 Å for CoC+(X1�+). The

observation of the N+ = 0 level in the PFI-PE measurement indicates that the CoC+ ground state
is of 1�+ symmetry. Large �N+ = N+ − N′ changes up to 6 are observed for the photoionization
transitions CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0–2; N+) ← CoC*(2�+; v′; N′ = 6, 7, 8, and 9). The highly pre-
cise energetic and spectroscopic data obtained in the present study have served as a benchmark
for testing theoretical predictions based on state-of-the-art ab initio quantum calculations at the
CCSDTQ/CBS level of theory as presented in the companion article. © 2013 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4790707]

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the high nuclear stability, the iron group
transition metal elements (M = Fe, Ni, and Co) are known
to exist in abundance in the universe.1–3 The carbides of
the iron group transition metals (MCs) are also expected to
exist in stellar objects and interstellar media, especially in
the carbon rich envelope of stars.3 Thus, the spectroscopic
and energetic studies of MC molecules are of relevance to
astrophysics.1, 2 Transition metal carbides and their clusters
are also recognized to be technologically important com-
pounds partly due to their catalytic activities.2, 4, 5 Many pre-
vious studies on the iron group transition metal carbides have
been motivated to understand their electronic structures and
bonding properties,2, 4–9 which are believed to be responsi-
ble for their catalytic function. Being the simplest transition
metal carbides, the MC molecules and their cations (MC+s)
represent an ideal system for detailed experimental10, 11 and
theoretical12–16 investigations to gain fundamental under-
standing on the bonding characters of the transition metal car-
bides and their clusters.

The studies of transition metal-containing compounds
in the gas phase are challenging both experimentally and

a)Electronic mail: cyng@ucdavis.edu.

theoretically.10–16 The major challenge in experimental stud-
ies is the difficulty in generating transition metal-containing
molecules in the gas phase with a sufficiently high inten-
sity and purity. In addition, the existence of low-lying excited
electronic states with different multiplicities for the MC/MC+

species are expected to give rise to complex spectroscopic
transition structures in a spectroscopy study, making their
assignment difficult. Accurate theoretical predictions on the
energetic and structural properties of the MC species have
also been hindered by the significant relativistic effects and
the proper description of the multi-reference characters of the
molecular wavefunctions.12–14 In view of these experimental
and theoretical difficulties, highly accurate structural and en-
ergetic data for most of the transition metal carbides and their
cations remain to be determined.

In an effort to establish a highly precise energetic
database for simple transition metal oxides and carbides and
their cations, we have initiated a research program to perform
high-resolution photoionization efficiency (PIE) and pulsed
field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE) measurements of
transition metal-containing species.10, 11 The ionization ener-
gies (IEs) of many of the transition metal carbides and oxides
are in the energy range of 6.5–10.0 eV. When a stable inter-
mediate neutral state for these species is known, they are ideal
candidates for two-color visible-ultraviolet (VIS-UV) laser

0021-9606/2013/138(9)/094301/9/$30.00 © 2013 American Institute of Physics138, 094301-1
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PIE and PFI-PE studies,10, 11 from which highly precise IE
and spectroscopic constants can be determined by rotationally
selected and resolved photoelectron measurements. Recently,
we have successfully investigated the FeC+ and NiC+ cations
by means of two-color VIS-UV resonance-enhanced PIE and
PFI-PE measurements.10, 11 By first exciting FeC (NiC) to a
single rovibronic level of an intermediate neutral state FeC*
(NiC*) by a VIS dye laser prior to photoionization by a UV
dye laser, we have been able to select the FeC (or NiC)
molecules from a mixture of impurity compounds produced
in the laser ablation source for PIE and PFI-PE studies. The
PFI-PE spectra for the vibrational bands of FeC+ (NiC+) thus
obtained are completely rotationally resolved and free from
spectral interference from impurity compounds except Fe (Ni)
atoms produced in the laser ablation source. The highly pre-
cise energetic data, such as IEs, and the difference between
the 0 K bond dissociation energy (D0) for MC+ and that for
MC for the FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+ systems thus obtained
have been used as a benchmark for state-of-the-art ab initio
quantum chemical calculations, aiming to help develop more
reliable quantum computation procedures for accurate struc-
tural and energetic predictions of transition metal-containing
compounds. While the experimental IE(FeC) [IE(NiC)] and
D0(Fe+-C) – D0(Fe-C) [D0(Ni+-C) – D0(Ni-C)] values were
found to have significant deviations from the theoretical pre-
dictions obtained by the multi-reference variation method at
the C-MRCI+Q level of theory10, 11, 14–16 and density func-
tional theory13 (DFT) calculations, the experimental energetic
values are in surprisingly good agreement with the calculated
results based on the CCSDTQ/CBS approach,15, 16 which in-
volves the approximation to the complete basis set (CBS)
limit at the coupled cluster level up to quadruple excitations.

Many experimental3, 6–9 and theoretical12–14 studies on
neutral CoC had been reported in the literature. The early
electron spin resonance study of CoC in Ar matrices reveals
that the ground electronic state of CoC is of 2� symmetry.6 A
high-resolution laser induced fluorescence study of CoC has
provided spectroscopic constants for the X2�+ ground state
and three low-lying excited electronic states (2�5/2, 2�3/2,
and 2�1/2) of CoC.8 Subsequent spectroscopic studies of CoC
have identified a long vibrational progression CoC(F2�+; v′

= 0–13) ← CoC(X2�+; v′′ = 0) in the energy range of 13 500
to 22 000 cm−1.7, 9 The most accurate values for the rota-
tional constant (B′′) and bond length of the CoC (X2�+; v′′

= 0) ground state were determined by the sub-millimeter-
wave study of Brewster and Ziury.3 Despite all these spec-
troscopic studies on neutral CoC, no spectroscopic investi-
gations on CoC+ have yet been reported. On the theoreti-
cal side, Gutsev et al. have performed a theoretical study on
3d-transition metal carbides and oxides and their anions and
cations by means of DFT calculations,13 predicting a value
of 7.99 eV for the IE(CoC) along with spectroscopic con-
stants for CoC+. Recently, high-level multi-reference ab ini-
tio quantum calculations on the ground and low-lying ex-
cited states of CoC have been reported by Borin et al.12 and
Tzeli and Mavridis14 The MRCI theoretical calculation pre-
dicts that CoC has two lowest electronic states, 2�+ and 2�,
with the respective main configurations of . . . 7σ 2 8σ 2 3π4

1δ4 9σ 1 and . . . 7σ 2 8σ 2 3π4 1δ3 9σ 2, and that the first ex-

cited CoC(2�) state is located only ≈30 meV higher than
the CoC(2�+) ground state.14, 17 This prediction is consis-
tent with the results of the laser induced fluorescence study.8

Thus, photoionization of CoC(X2�+) should involve the ejec-
tion of the unpaired electron residing in the highest occupied
9σ molecular orbital, resulting in the CoC+ ground state with
1�+ symmetry. However, when spin-orbit interaction is in-
cluded, the most recent calculations predict that CoC(2�5/2)
becomes the ground state, and is ≈30 meV lower than the
CoC(2�+).14, 17 Thus, the IE values to form CoC+(X1�+)
from the CoC(2�) and CoC(X2�+) states are only sepa-
rated by ≈30 meV. For a rigorous experimental IE measure-
ment, it is desirable to distinguish the actual photoionization
transition.

This article presents the first spectroscopic study on
CoC+ by means of the two-color VIS-UV resonance-
enhanced PIE and PFI-PE techniques.10, 11 In addition to the
results of previous studies on the FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+

systems, the present high-resolution PFI-PE study on the
CoC/CoC+ system has served to provide additional tests for
the ab initio CCSDTQ/CBS computation procedures for ener-
getic and structural predictions of transition metal-containing
compounds. The rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE
spectra for CoC+ have also allowed the symmetry deter-
mination of the CoC+ ground state. Highly accurate val-
ues for the IE(CoC), rotational and vibrational constants for
CoC+, and D0(Co+-C) – D0(Co-C) obtained here are com-
pared to the CCSDTQ/CBS predictions in the companion17

article.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental apparatus and procedures used are
essentially the same as those employed in the studies on
FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+ systems and have been described
in detail previously.10, 11 Briefly, the apparatus consists of
a Smalley-type18 laser ablation supersonic beam source for
the generation of cold CoC molecules, two Nd:YAG laser
pumped dye lasers for two-color resonance-enhanced pho-
toionization measurements, a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spec-
trometer for photoion detection, and a TOF spectrometer for
PFI-PE detection. The two dye lasers used in this experi-
ment are the Lambda Physik FL 3002 [VIS output = ω1,
optical bandwidth = 0.2 cm−1 (full-width at half-maximum,
FWHM)] and FL 2002 [UV output = ω2, optical bandwidth
= 0.4 cm−1 (FWHM)] dye lasers, which were pumped by the
same Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics, Quanta-Ray Pro 230;
repetition rate = 30 Hz).

Gaseous CoC molecules were produced by reacting Co
atoms with CH4 (10% CH4 seeded in He as the carrier gas).
The Co atoms were generated by laser ablation on a ro-
tating and translating Co rod (American Element, 99% pu-
rity) by using the second harmonic (532 nm) output of a
Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite-1-30) operating at 30 Hz
with a pulse energy of ≈2 mJ. The gaseous CoC sample thus
formed was cooled by supersonic expansion and skimmed by
a circular skimmer (diameter = 1 mm) in the beam source
chamber prior to entering the photoionization/photoexcitation
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(PI/PEX) region in the photoionization chamber. A pair of
deflection plates was installed between the skimmer and the
PI/PEX region and was biased at a dc field of ≈150 V/cm to
prevent the charged and metastable Rydberg species produced
in the laser ablation process from entering the PI/PEX region.
This arrangement was found to be effective in reducing the
background noise in PFI-PE measurements.

Compared to the FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+ studies,10, 11

the observed CoC+ intensity was found to be significantly
lower than those for FeC+ and NiC+ under the same oper-
ational conditions of the laser ablation source. We have im-
proved the observed CoC+ signal by water cooling the laser
ablation source, such that higher laser pulse energies (≈2
mJ) can be used effectively for the ablation of the Co rod
to produce a higher CoC intensity. Similar to the previous
FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+ studies, this CoC/CoC+ experiment
was concerned with three types of measurements, including
the excitation spectra of the selected intermediate CoC* state
and the two-color VIS-UV resonance-enhanced PIE and PFI-
PE spectra for CoC+.

The selection of an appropriate excited intermediate
CoC* state is essential for the success of the two-color
resonance-enhanced PIE and PFI-PE measurements. It is de-
sirable for the selected CoC* state to have a vibrational band
with high excitation intensity, long lifetime, and well-resolved
rotational transitions. We have surveyed the excitation spec-
tra for the vibronic transition bands appearing in the energy
range of 18 000–21 000 cm−1, from which the vibronic band
at 20 408.0 cm−1 [20.4] was chosen as the intermediate CoC*
state7–9 for two-color VIS-UV laser resonance-enhanced PIE
and PFI-PE measurements because of its high intensity and
long lifetime (0.12 μs).9 Figure 1 depicts the rovibronically

FIG. 1. The rotational-resolved excitation spectrum (upper curve) for the
formation of the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′; N′) rovibronic states from the
CoC(X2�+; v′′ = 0; N′′) ground state. This spectrum was recorded by means
of two-color VIS-UV laser resonance-enhanced photoionization scheme, in
which the UV ω2 laser was fixed at 47 620 cm−1 and the VIS ω1 was scanned
in the energy range of 20 300–20 420 cm−1. The simulated spectrum (lower
curve) was obtained by using a Gaussian instrumental line profile (FWHM
= 1.0 cm−1) and a Boltzmann rotational temperature of 35 K for the CoC
molecular beam.

resolved excitation spectrum (upper spectrum) of the interme-
diate [20.4] vibronic band obtained by setting the UV ω2 fre-
quency at 47 620 cm−1 and scanning the VIS ω1 frequency in
the energy range of 20 340–20 422 cm−1. Based on the previ-
ous study, this [20.4] vibronic band was assigned to arise from
the excitation transitions CoC*(2�+; v′; N′) ← CoC(X2�+;
v′′ = 0; N′′). However, the assignment of the v′ vibration
quantum number for this intermediate vibronic band was not
made.

During the two-color VIS-UV resonance-enhanced PIE
and PFI-PE measurements, the VIS ω1 energy can be fixed
at the band head at 20 408.5 cm−1 of the excitation spec-
trum shown in Fig. 1. Since the band head gives the highest
excitation intensity to the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′) state,
this excitation results in the highest CoC+ signal. However,
in this case several N′ rotational levels of the CoC*(2�+; v′)
state are populated; and thus all these N′ rotational levels are
expected to contribute to the observed PIE and PFI-PE in-
tensities. When the VIS ω1 energy is fixed at the transition
energy of a well-resolved rotational transition as marked by
the downward pointing red arrows in Fig. 1, a single N′ ro-
tational level of the CoC*(2�+; v′) state is selected for pho-
toionization by the UV ω2 laser. In the VIS-UV PIE and PFI-
PE measurements presented here, the UV ω2 frequency was
tuned in the range of 41 656–44 122 cm−1 in order to cover the
photoionization thresholds for the formation of CoC+(X1�+;
v+ = 0, 1, and 2) from the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′)
state.

The ions formed by photoionization were extracted to-
ward the TOF mass spectrometer for detection by the ion
MCP detector by applying a dc electric field of 10 V/cm in
the PI/PEX region. For PFI-PE measurements, we found that
it is necessary to keep the PI/PEX region field free during the
laser excitation in order to minimize the destruction of high-
n Rydberg species.19 Hence, the pulsing scheme for PFI-PE
measurements adopted in the present study is slightly differ-
ent from that used in the previous FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+

experiments.10, 11 Here, an electric field of 0.1 V/cm for the
dispersion of prompt background electrons was applied to the
PI/PEX region at a delay of 150 ns with respect to the appli-
cation of the UV ω2 laser pulse. The electric field pulse of 0.5
V/cm for PFI and the extraction of PFI-PEs toward the elec-
tron MCP detector were turned on at a delay of 1.5 μs with
respect to the UV ω2 laser pulse. The energies of both dye
lasers were calibrated by using a Coherent WaveMaster to a
precision of ±0.04 cm−1.

The ion or electron signal from the MCP detector was
amplified by a fast preamplifier (LeCroy research system,
612AM) before being fed into a gated boxcar integrator (Stan-
ford Research system, SR250) for data integration. The ana-
log signal thus obtained was converted to digital data by
using an analog to digital converter (Stanford research sys-
tem, SR245) for data processing by a personal computer.
At each setting of the laser energies, the data obtained rep-
resent the average of 30 laser shots and the photoion and
PFI-PE intensities have been normalized by the UV ω2 laser
power. All PIE and PFI-PE spectra presented in this study
are the average of at least four independent, reproducible
scans.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the CoC(X2�+) ground and the CoC*(2�+) interme-
diate states, their respective projected electronic orbital angu-
lar momenta along the internuclear axes �′′ and �′ are zero.
Since there is no magnetic field to align the spin angular mo-
mentum to the internuclear axis, the angular momentum cou-
pling for the ground (intermediate) state is expected to obey
the Hund’s case (b) scheme. By ignoring the spin-rotation
coupling, the rotational energy F(N′′) [F(N′)] can be expressed
as: F(N′′) = Bv

′′(N′′)(N′′ + 1) [F(N′) = Bv
′ (N′)(N′ + 1)],

where N′′ (N′) is the rotational quantum number, Bv
′′ (Bv

′)
is the rotational constant of the CoC(X2�+; v′′) [CoC*(2�+;
v′)] state. Using these equations along with the standard for-
mula: G(v) = ωe(v + 1/2) − ωeχ e(v + 1/2)2 for the vi-
brational energy, the energies for the rovibronic transitions,
CoC*(2�+; v′; N′) ← CoC(X2�+; v′′; N′′), can be identified
by simulation based on the equation

v = vv′v′′ + Bv′ (N ′)(N ′ + 1) − Bv′′(N ′′)(N ′′ + 1). (1)

Here, νv ′v′′ = νv ′0 = �Te′e′′ + G(v′) – G(v′′ = 0) is the ori-
gin for the v′ vibrational band, �Te′e′′ is the energy separa-
tion between the potential minimum of the CoC*(2�+) inter-
mediate state and that of the CoC(X2�+) ground state, and
G(v′) and G(v′′) are the vibrational energies for the interme-
diate and ground states, respectively. For simplicity, the band
origin for the formation of the neutral CoC*(2�+; v′) and
the ion CoC+(X1�+; v+) states from the neutral CoC(X2�+;
v′′ = 0) ground state will be designated as νv ′ and νv+,
respectively.

In order to assign the rotational transitions resolved in
the excitation spectrum (upper spectrum) of Fig. 1, we have
undertaken a simulation of this spectrum. The simulation as-
sumes a Gaussian instrumental profile (FWHM = 1.0 cm−1)
and a Boltzmann distribution of N′′ rotational levels for
CoC(X 2�+; v′′ = 0) governed by a rotational temperature.
The highly precise rotational constant B′′ = 0.6937502 cm−1

for the CoC(X2�+) ground state determined previously by
Barnes et al.8 was adopted here directly in the simulation
exercise. The rotational transition energies are calculated by
using the standard formula of Eq. (1). The best simulated
spectrum (shown as the lower spectrum of Fig. 1) yields the
band origin νv′ = 20404.2 cm−1 and the rotational constant
B′ = 0.595 cm−1. This B′ value is significantly smaller than
the B′′ value; but is consistent with the rotational constants for
intermediate vibrational bands of CoC determined in this en-
ergy region.7–9 As an example, the rotational constant for the
F2�+ state was determined to be 0.5530 cm−1. According to
the report of Guo et al.,9 the [20.4] intermediate state used
here is not a F2�+(v′) state, but is another electronic state
of 2�+ symmetry with a high v′ value. The simulation also
provides a rotational temperature of 35 K for CoC(X 2�+; v′′

= 0). The identification of the P(N′′) and R(N′′) transitions
based on the best simulated spectrum is marked on top of
the excitation spectrum of Fig. 1. The observation of the P
and R-branches, but not the Q-branch is consistent with the
′ = 0 ← ′′ = 0 transition between the ground and the
intermediate states involved in this case. The comparison of
the excitation and simulated spectra in Fig. 1 suggested that

FIG. 2. The upper spectrum is the TOF mass spectrum for Co+ and CoC+
observed by setting the VIS ω1 energy at the band head (20 408.5 cm−1)
of the excitation spectrum shown in Fig. 1 and the UV ω2 energy at 47 620
cm−1. The lower TOF mass spectrum was obtained when the VIS ω1 laser
was blocked off, i.e., only the UV ω2 laser was employed for the photoion-
ization sampling of the Co and CoC beam.

the spectral region covering the rotational lines, P(N′′), N′′

= 1–6, is likely contaminated by other weak transitions. In
order to obtain cleanly rotationally resolved PFI-PE spectra
for the v+ = 0, 1, and 2 vibrational bands, it is necessary
to prepare the intermediate CoC* state in a single rotational
level with high purity. The P(N′′) rotational transitions, P(7),
P(8), P(9), and P(10) (marked by downward pointing red ar-
rows), are the most well-resolved transitions in the excitation
spectrum of the [20.4] vibronic band. For this reason, we have
selected these rotational transitions for the preparation of the
respective rovibronic states CoC*(2�+; v′; N′ = 6, 7, 8, and
9) by VIS ω1 excitation.

The TOF mass spectra obtained by means of the
two-color VIS-UV laser resonance-enhanced photoionization
scheme by setting the VIS ω1 = 20 408.5 cm−1 and UV
ω2 = 47 620 cm−1 are shown as the upper spectrum in Fig. 2.
The observed ion peaks at 59 and 71 amu are identified as Co+

and CoC+, respectively. The lower spectrum was recorded
when the VIS ω1 laser beam was blocked off, i.e., only the
UV ω2 laser beam was employed to intersect the molecule
beam. As shown in Fig. 2, the intensity of the Co+ ion peak
observed in the lower mass spectrum remains the same as
that in the upper mass spectrum. However, the intensity of
the CoC+ ion peak appeared in the lower mass spectrum was
found to fall significantly to ≤10% of that observed in the up-
per mass spectrum. This comparison clearly shows that nearly
all Co+ ions are produced by single-color UV two-photon or
multi-photon ionization, whereas more than 90% of the ob-
served CoC+ intensity is formed by two-color VIS-UV laser
resonance-enhanced photoionization.
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FIG. 3. The PIE spectrum (upper curve) for the formation of CoC+(X1�+;
v+ = 0–2) recorded by using the two-color VIS-UV laser resonance-
enhanced photoionization scheme, in which the VIS ω1 energy was fixed at
ω1 = 20 408.5 cm−1, while the UV ω2 energy was scanned in the energy
range of 41 657–44 120 cm−1. The lower spectrum represents the one-color
two-photon UV-UV resonance-enhanced photoion spectrum of Co atom ob-
served in the same UV range. The bottom energy scale represents the UV ω2
energy, and the top energy scale represents the sum of the VIS and UV (or
ω1+ ω2) energy. Three step onsets at 62 381 cm−1, 63 363 cm−1, and 64 301
cm−1 (marked on top of the PIE spectrum) are assigned as the ionization
thresholds for the formation of CoC+(X1�+) in the v+ = 0, 1, and 2 states,
respectively.

We have obtained the two-color VIS-UV laser resonance-
enhanced PIE spectrum of CoC+(X1�+) near its ionization
threshold in the total VIS + UV (or ω1 + ω2) energy range of
62 066–64 529 cm−1, which is shown as the upper spectrum
in Fig. 3. This PIE spectrum was obtained by measuring the
CoC+ ion intensity with the VIS ω1 fixed at 20 408.5 cm−1,
while scanning the UV ω2 output in the range of 41 650–
44 120 cm−1. For all the PIE and PFI-PE spectra presented
here, the bottom scale of the spectra represents the UV ω2

energy, while the top scale represents the total VIS and UV
(ω1 + ω2) energy. Since setting ω1 at 20 408.5 cm−1 corre-
sponds to the strongest peak of the excitation spectrum shown
in Fig. 1, the simulation shows that at this excitation en-
ergy the R(N′′), N′′ = 3–7, transitions can contribute, i.e., the
N′ = 4–8 levels of the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′) state are
populated.

The photoion spectrum for Co+ was also measured (de-
picted as the lower spectrum of Fig. 3) for comparison with
the two-color VIS-UV PIE spectrum of CoC+. The photoion
spectrum for Co+ was found to exhibit sharp resonances, in-
dicating that they are produced predominantly by resonance
enhanced two-photon UV-UV photoionization of Co atoms.
As shown in Fig. 3, these sharp atomic resonances observed in
the Co+ spectrum coincide with the sharp structures appear-
ing in the PIE spectrum of CoC+. This comparison clearly
shows that the detection of CoC+ was interfered by the for-
mation of Co+ near the atomic resonances. A similar ob-
servation was reported previously in the two-color VIS-UV

PIE and PFI-PE study of the NiC/NiC+ system.11 The over-
whelmingly high intensities of Co+ ions produced near the
Co atomic resonances by two-photon UV-UV photoionization
were found to have the effect of saturating the ion MCP de-
tector and shifting the ion detection baseline as well as the
arrival time of CoC+ in the TOF measurements, resulting in
the reduction of the CoC+ intensity measured by the gated
Boxcar detection. Thus, we can conclude that the sharp struc-
tures appearing in the PIE spectrum for CoC+ near the vicin-
ity of the atomic Co resonance lines are artifacts. The fact
that the intensity of CoC+ was much weaker than that of
Co+, the modulation of the PIE spectrum for CoC+ by the
Co+ detection near the atomic resonances could not be elim-
inated by reducing the bias voltage applied to the MCP de-
tector without sacrificing the signal-to-noise ratio for CoC+

measurements.
Although the two-color VIS-UV PIE spectrum for CoC+

displays significant modulation structures arisen from the in-
terference by the Co+ detection near the Co atomic res-
onances as described above, a sharp PIE step at the total
ω1+ ω2 energy of 62 381 cm−1 is clearly evident. This po-
sition of the PIE step can be assigned as the adiabatic IE for
the formation of CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0) from CoC(X 2�+;
v′′ = 0) as the CoC+ signal at total energies below this step
is found to be at the noise level. Another two PIE steps are
observed at 63 363 and 64 301 cm−1, which can be assigned
as the onsets associated with the formation of CoC+(X1�+;
v+ = 1 and 2) from CoC(X 2�+; v′′ = 0), respectively. These
assignments give a rough estimate of about 1000 cm−1 for
the vibrational spacing of the CoC+(X1�+) ground state. The
measurement of the two-color PIE spectrum for CoC+(X1�+;
v+ = 0, 1, and 2) is an important step for the successful
measurement of the two-color VIS-UV PFI-PE spectrum for
CoC+ as the location of the vibrational steps can focus our
attention for searching the PFI-PE signal in narrow energy re-
gions near the ionization thresholds for CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0,
1, and 2).

Figures 4(a)–4(c) depict the rotationally selected and re-
solved PFI-PE spectra (lower spectra) for the formation of
CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0; N+) by photoionization from the re-
spective single rotational states, N′ = 6–9, by setting the VIS
ω1 energy at the respective rotational transitions P(7), P(8),
P(9), and P(10) lines of the excitation spectrum shown in
Fig. 1. Six dominant peaks (marked with asterisks) observed
in these PFI-PE spectra are found to coincide with the Co
atomic resonances. The fact that the intensities of these back-
ground peaks were found to depend solely on the UV ω2 laser
pulse energy indicates that these background electron peaks
originate from two-photon resonance-enhanced UV-UV pho-
toionization of Co atoms. Due to the overwhelmingly high
intensities of background electrons produced at the Co reso-
nance lines, the delay PFI scheme could not discriminate all
the background electrons from the PFI-PE detection. Fortu-
nately, in this case, the rotational PFI-PE peaks for CoC+ ap-
pearing between these strong background electron peaks are
cleanly resolved, such that an unambiguous rotational anal-
ysis and assignment of the PFI-PE spectra for CoC+(X1�+;
v+ = 0; N+) can be made. The upper spectra shown in Figs.
4(a)–4(d) are the corresponding simulated spectra obtained by
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FIG. 4. Rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE spectra (lower spectra) in the total ω1 + ω2 energy region of 62 330–62 420 cm−1 (top energy scale) for the
formation of CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0; N+) from the rotational levels, (a) N′ = 6, (b) N′ = 7, (c) N′ = 8, and (d) N′ = 9, of the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′) state.
The corresponding UV ω2 energies are in the range of 41 945–42 032 cm−1 (bottom energy scale). These N′ levels were prepared by setting the VIS ω1 energy
at the respective P(7), P(8), P(9), and P(10) transition positions as marked in the excitation spectrum of Fig. 1. The individual simulated spectra obtained by
using a Gaussian instrumental line profile (FWHM = 1.5 cm−1) for the PFI-PE energy resolution profile are shown as the upper curves in (a)–(d). The peaks
marked by asterisks are background electron peaks originated from electrons produced by one-color UV-UV resonance-enhanced photoionization of Co atoms.

assuming a Gaussian instrumental profile (FWHM = 1.5
cm−1). We have constructed these spectra following the trends
observed previously for the dependence of photoionization
cross sections on �N+ = N+ − N′ changes. As shown in Figs.
4(a)–4(d), the good agreement observed between the simu-
lated and experimental spectra can be taken as a support for
the rotational assignments of the PFI-PE spectra. The least-
squares fit to all the observed positions of the rotational tran-
sition peaks in these PFI-PE spectra based on the transition
formula similar to Eq. (1) gives the rotational constant B0

+

= 0.7163 ± 0.0021 cm−1 and band origin ν00
+ = 62 383.05

± 0.14 cm−1 for CoC+((X1�+; v+ = 0). As pointed out
above, the effective pulsed PFI field used is F = 0.4 V/cm.
According to the Stark shift formula of 4(F)1/2 cm−1 for us-
ing a PFI field, the full width of the Stark shift is predicted to
be 2.4 cm−1.20, 21 We have shown previously that the peak of
the PFI-PE band is shifted by 1.2 cm−1 (about one half of the
full-width).22 After taking into account this stark shift correc-
tion of 1.2 cm−1, the adiabatic IE(CoC) is determined to be
62 384.3 ± 0.6 cm−1 (7.73467 ± 0.00007 eV).

The rotational selected and resolved PFI-PE spectra in
the total ω1 + ω2 energy range of 63 300–63 402 cm−1 for
the formation of CoC+ (X1�+; v+ = 1; N+) recorded by

setting the VIS ω1 energy to the rotational transitions, P(7),
P(8), P(9), and P(10) of the excitation spectrum of Fig. 1
to selected N′ = 6–9 rotational levels of the intermediate
CoC*(2�+; v′) state are depicted as the lower spectra in
Figs. 5(a)–5(d), respectively. The corresponding UV ω2 en-
ergy scanning range for the PFI-PE spectra of Figs. 5(a)–5(d)
is 42 920–43 020 cm−1. Similar to the PFI-PE spectra shown
in Figs. 4(a)–4(d), we have identified three very strong back-
ground electron peaks (marked by asterisks) in the PFI-PE
spectra for CoC+ (X1�+; v+ = 1; N+) of Figs. 5(a)–5(d).
The upper spectra are the corresponding simulated spectra ob-
tained by using a Gaussian instrumental line profile (FWHM
of 1.5 cm−1) for the PFI-PE resolution. On the basis of a least-
square fit to the observed rotational transition peak positions,
we have assigned the rotational transitions as marked on top
of the simulation spectra. The rotational constant and band
origin of the CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 1) state were determined to
be B1

+ = 0.7121 ± 0.0018 cm−1 and ν10
+ = 63,357.4 ± 0.6

cm−1 (7.85532 ± 0.00007 eV) after taking into account the
Stark shift correction.

Since most of the photoionization transitions from the
N′ = 6–9 levels of CoC*(2�+; v′) to individual N+ lev-
els of CoC+ (X 1�+; v+ = 0 and 1) are well resolved
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FIG. 5. Rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE spectra (lower spectra) in the total ω1 + ω2 energy region of 63 300–63 402 cm−1 (top energy scale) for
the formation of CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 1; N+) from the rotational levels, (a) N′ = 6, (b) N′ = 7, (c) N′ = 8, and (d) N′ = 9, of the CoC*(2�+; v′) state. The
corresponding UV ω2 energies are in the range of 42 910–43 010 cm−1 (bottom energy scale). These N′ levels were prepared by setting the VIS ω1 energies at
the respective P(7), P(8), P(9), and P(10) transition positions as marked in the excitation spectrum of Fig. 1. The individual simulated spectra obtained by using
a Gaussian instrumental line profile (FWHM = 1.5 cm−1) for the PFI-PE energy resolution profile are shown as the upper curves in (a)–(d). The peaks marked
by asterisks are background electron peaks originated from electrons produced by one-color UV-UV resonance-enhanced photoionization of Co atoms.

and can clearly be identified in the PFI-PE spectra of
Figs. 4(a)–4(d) and 5(a)–5(d) except at the energy regions
near the Co atom resonance lines, it is interesting to ex-
amine the �N+ = N+ − N′ changes observed in the pho-
toionization transitions CoC+ (X 1�+; v+ = 0 and 1; N+)
← CoC*(2�+; v′; N′). As expected, the most intense �N+

transition observed from a given N′ level is the �N+ = 0 tran-
sition, corresponding to the smallest change in core rotational
angular momentum. However, previous studies have shown
that photoionization transitions with large �N+ changes can
be facilitated by rotational autoionization. The intensity for
the |�N+| transition is found to decrease as |�N+| is in-
creased. This observation is consistent with the �N+ changes
observed in the state-to-state photoionization studies of CH3I,
CH3Br, FeC, and NiC.10, 11, 23–25 Due to the interference of the
background electron peaks, the maximum �N+ change ob-
served in the PFI-PE spectra of Figs. 4(a)–4(d) for the CoC+

(X 1�+; v+ = 0) is limited to 3 or 4 and the lowest rotational
level identified is N+ = 2 from N′ = 6. Since the interference
by the background electron peaks is less severe in the PFI-PE
spectra for the CoC+ (X1�+; v+ = 1) shown in Figs. 5(a)–
5(d), the maximum change in rotational angular momentum
is observed to be �N+ = 6 from N′ = 6. The latter transition

corresponds to the formation of CoC+ (X1�+; v+ = 0; N+

= 0) as marked in Fig. 5(a); and thus confirming that the
ground state of CoC+ is of 1�+ symmetry.

The PFI-PE signal for the formation of CoC+(X1�+;
v+ = 2; N+) was too weak for single rovibronically se-
lected measurements to be made. The PFI-PE spectrum for
CoC+ (X1�+; v+ = 2; N+) (top black spectrum of Fig.
6) with acceptable signal-to-noise ratios could only be ob-
tained by setting the VIS ω1 energy at 20 408.5 cm−1 of
the excitation spectrum of Fig. 1. The PFI-PE spectrum thus
obtained for CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 2; N+) has contributions
from the CoC*(2�+; v′; N′ = 4–8) states. The simulated
N′-selected PFI-PE spectra for N′ = 4–8 are depicted as
the red, green, orange, purple, and pink spectra in Fig. 6.
The relative intensities of these simulated N′-selected PFI-
PE spectra have been scaled to be consistent with the esti-
mated populations of the rotational levels N′ = 4–8 based
on the Boltzmann distribution as well as the offsets in the
excitation of these rotational states. We find that in order
to obtain a better fit to the experimental PFI-PE spectrum
for the v+ = 2 vibrational band, the intensities of the pos-
itive �N+ branches for these N′-selected PFI-PE spectra
have to be suppressed relative to those of the corresponding
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FIG. 6. The PFI-PE spectra (top spectrum) for the formation of
CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 2; N+) recorded by setting the VIS ω1 energy at the band
head (20 408.5 cm−1) of the excitation spectrum of Fig. 1, while scanning UV
photon ω2 in the range of 43 862–43 940 cm−1. Based on the spectral simu-
lation, the rotational levels N′ = 4-8 are expected to contribute to the PFI-PE
measurements. The (blue) spectrum shown below the PFI-PE spectrum is the
best simulated spectrum obtained by summing the individual simulated spec-
tra from the N′ = 4-8 levels of the intermediate CoC*(2�+; v′) state. The
individual simulated spectra were obtained by assuming a Gaussian instru-
mental line profile (FWHM = 1.5 cm−1) for the PFI-PE energy resolution
profile.

negative �N+ branches. Due to the forced rotational autoion-
ization mechanism,23–26 the higher intensities for the nega-
tive �N+ branches are to be expected. The observation of
large negative �N+ changes was also reported by Harrington
and Weisshaar27 in the two-color resonance-enhanced PFI-PE
study of the VO/VO+ system. In order to rationalize this ob-
servation, they have invoked a breakdown of case (d) coupling
to explain oscillator strength in the field of the large dipole
moment associated with VO. The best simulated spectrum
(blue spectrum of Fig. 6) obtained by summing up all these
N′-selected PFI-PE spectra are in reasonable good agreement
with the experimental PFI-PE spectrum. The simulation has
provided the rotational constant B2

+ = 0.705 ± 0.0050 cm−1

and the band origin ν20
+ = 64 317.6 ± 0.6 cm−1 for the

CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 2) vibrational band after taking into ac-
count the Stark shift correction.

The IE(CoC) = 62 384.3 ± 0.6 cm−1 (7.73467 ±
0.00007 eV) determined in this study, along with the IE(Co)
= 63 564.6 ± 1.0 cm−1 (7.88101 ± 0.00012 eV) reported
previously by Page and Gudeman28 has allowed the deter-
mination of the difference between the IE(Co) and IE(CoC)
to be 0.14630 ± 0.00014 eV. On the basis of the conserva-
tion of energy, the latter value is equal to D0 (Co+−C) − D0

(Co−C). As pointed out above, the main electronic configu-
ration of the CoC(X2�+) ground states is . . . 7σ 2 8σ 2 3π4 1δ4

9σ 1. The formation of the CoC+(X1�+) ground state with the
main electronic configuration of . . . 7σ 2 8σ 2 3π4 1δ4 involves
the removal of the electron residing in the highest occupied
9σ molecular orbital, the small difference observed between
the Co–C+ and Co–C bonds indicates that the 9σ molecular
orbital is mostly nonbonding in nature.

Based on the least squared fit to the experimental rota-
tional constants B0

+, B1
+, and B2

+ to the standard formula

B+
v = B+

e − α+
e (v+ + 1/2), (2)

we have obtained the rotational constants Be
+ = 0.7196

± 0.0005 cm−1 and αe
+ = 0.0056 ± 0.0008 cm−1. The Be

+

value has enabled the determination of the equilibrium bond
distance re

+ = 1.534 Å for the CoC+(X1�+) ground state.
The expression for the spacing between two adjacent vi-

brational levels can be written as �G(v++1/2) = G(v++1)

TABLE I. Energetic and spectroscopic data obtained in the present PIE
and PFI-PE study, including ionization energies (IEs) for the formation of
CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0–2), rotational constants (B0

+, B1
+, B2

+, Be
+, and

αe
+), equilibrium bond distance (re

+), and vibrational constants (�G(1/2),
�G(3/2), ωe

+, and ωe
+χ e

+) for CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0–2), and the difference
of D0 values for CoC+(X 1�+) and CoC(X 2�+).

CoC+(X1�+; v+) This work

v+ = 0
ν00

+ (cm−1) 62 384.3 ± 0.6a

IE (cm−1) 62 384.3 ± 0.6a 62 381 ± 6b

B0
+ (cm−1) 0.7163 ± 0.0021

v+ = 1
ν10

+ (cm−1) 63 357.4 ± 0.6a

IE (cm−1) 63 357.4 ± 0.6a 63 363 ± 6b

B1
+ (cm−1) 0.7121 ± 0.0018

v+ = 2
ν20

+ (cm−1) 64 317.6 ± 0.6a

IE (cm−1) 64 317.6 ± 0.6a 64 301 ± 6b

B2
+ (cm−1) 0.7050 ± 0.0050

Rotational constants
Be

+ (cm−1) 0.7196 ± 0.0005
αe

+ (cm−1) 0.0056 ± 0.0008
re

+ (Å) 1.534
Vibrational constants
�G(1/2) (cm−1) 973.1 ± 0.6
�G(3/2) (cm−1) 960.6 ± 0.6
ωe

+(cm−1) 985.6 ± 0.6
ωe

+χ e
+ (cm−1) 6.3 ± 0.6

Bond dissociation energies
D0 (Co+−C) - D0 (Co−C) (eV) 0.14630 ± 0.00014

aThis work. Based on PFI-PE measurements.
bThis work. Based on PIE measurements.
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− G(v+), where G(v+) = ωe
+(v++1/2) − ωe

+χ e
+

(v++1/2)2. Based on the PFI-PE measurement, we have de-
termined �G(1/2) = 973.1 ± 0.6 cm−1 and �G(3/2) = 960.6
± 0.6 cm−1. These values in turn allow the determination of
ωe

+ = 985.6 ± 0.6 cm−1 and ωe
+χ e

+ = 6.3 ± 0.6 cm−1.
All spectroscopic constants associated with CoC+(X1�+; v+

= 0–2) determined by the PIE and PFI-PE measurements are
listed in Table I. Their comparison with the CCSDTQ(Full)
predictions is the main theme of the companion theoretical
article.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a two-color VIS-UV resonance-
enhanced PIE and PFI-PE study on cold gaseous CoC(X2�+;
v′′ = 0) prepared by a laser ablation supersonically cooled
beam source. This rotationally selected and resolved PFI-PE
study has shown that the CoC+ ground state is of 1�+ sym-
metry. Furthermore, the unambiguous rotational assignment
of the PFI-PE spectra for the formation of CoC+(X1�+; v+

= 0–2, N+) has allowed the determination of highly precise
values for the IE(CoC), vibrational and rotational constants
for CoC+(X1�+; v+ = 0–2), and the difference in 0 K bond
energies between the CoC+ cation and the CoC neutral. The
detailed comparison of the energetic and spectroscopic data
determined in the present study with predictions of state-of-
the-art ab initio quantum calculations are presented in the
companion17 article. This high-resolution PFI-PE study along
with the previous studies of the FeC/FeC+ and NiC/NiC+ sys-
tems has provided a sufficiently large database for serving as
a reliable benchmark for testing the reliability of predictions
based on state-of-the-art quantum theoretical package, such
as the CCSDTQ/CBS procedures. On the basis of the compar-
isons between the experimental and theoretical results,17 we
conclude that the CCSDTQ/CBS approach is capable of pro-
viding reliable energetic predictions, such as IEs and D0s for
3d-transition metal carbides and their cations in their ground
states, with errors of 40–50 meV.
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